ISSN: 0037-6159

Linking ISSN (ISSN-L): 0037-6159

Key-title: Ski

Title proper: Ski.

Other variant title: Ski buyers guide

Other variant title: Ski resort guide

Other variant title: Ski magazine

Country: United States

Medium: Print

Last modification date: 25/05/2018

Type of record: Confirmed

ISSN Center responsible of the record: ISSN National Centre for the USA

KEEPERS link: https://archive.org/details/pub_ski

FATCAT: https://fatcat.wiki/container/agdqlhxqtvhtptsjtclimrrg4

Publisher: Active Interest Media

From: 1948

To: 2010

Keeper: Internet Archive

Status: Preserved

Extent of archive: 13 to 74

Updated: 18/12/2022